This kit contains:
A complete kit of AMX-30 B2 Brenus
A manual of assembly .
In this manual of assemblage you will find:
- The manual step by step. Each picture represents a step and the parts required.
- A complete nomenclature for identification of all pieces.
- And brief historic
Useful Advises:
This kit is not recommended for children under 10 years. Keep out of reach of children. They
should not be allowed to ingest small pieces or manipulate the plastic bags in any way.
t is recommended to use the cyanoacrylate glue and to degrease parts before gluing.
Historic:
The AMX-30 was produced at "Atelier d'Issy-les-Moulineaux" (France). The crew consists of 4
men: the pilot, tank commander, the gunner and the charger. The tank is put into service in France
in 1967 and are removed in 1997 for the AMX-30B version.
The AMX-30 B2 (product MM-R158 from Model-Miniature) has a gun CN-105 F-1, a coaxial 20
mm, a 7.62mm machine gun AANF1 coupled to a projector (which can receive an infrared filter for
night vision) is fixed to the turret. Pots smoke launchers positioned on either side of the rear of the
turret complete the close defense of the armored vehicle and a laser rangefinder, thermal imager…
The AMX-30 B2 Brenus is the evolution of its predecessor by the addition of reactive shielding in
the form of bricks.
Today, the AMX-30 B2 Brenus is no longer active in the French army, (replaced by the Leclerc).
However, they can still be seen in the "Forces Adversaires" (FORAD) at CENZUB and CENTAC,
where the vehicles are painted with a grey pixel camouflage at CENZUB and a blue / grey
camouflage at CENTAC.
More information and photos of this vehicle on the reportage site associated with Model Miniature:
Military Photo Report:
http://militaryphotoreport.blogspot.fr/2016/06/amx-30-brenus-cenzub-camouflage-urbain.html

Master realized by Miss Julie Ludmann

You can find a livret on “Pixel cenZuB” on amx-30 B2 BRENUS in the ModelMiniature Shop
www.model-miniature.com
un livret sur le “Pixel cenZuB” avce de nomBreuses Photos de l’amx-30 B2
Brenus au camouflage urbain est disponible sur www.modelminiature.com

You can find us on our various websites :

write “www.military-photo-rePort.com” in the
Google search engine

write "Julie Ludmann" in the facebook search engine

write "Model-Miniature" in the Flick-R search

write "Julie Ludmann" in the youtube search engine

write "Model-Miniature" in the Google search engine
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